
How to Use Tailwind for Pinterest Marketing 

Many bloggers and businesses recommend using Tailwind for Pinterest marketing. This Pinterest 

scheduler program is the ultimate marketing toolkit for bloggers and small businesses. Tailwind allows 

you to schedule your pins quickly so that you have time left to focus on other areas of business growth. 

There are varying levels of membership with Tailwind. The following are the current plans offered with 

Tailwind: 

• Pinterest Plus allows you to add 1 Pinterest account while having unlimited scheduling 

capabilities, access to 15 free pins in Tailwind Create each month, plus 5 free Tailwind 

communities. 

• Instagram Plus allows you to add 1 Instagram profile while having unlimited scheduling 

capabilities, access to 1-click hashtag suggestions, and smart.bio custom links. 

Other add-on features you can get with Tailwind include: 

• Tailwind Create allows you to access a newly launched scheduling option where you can create 

pins using photos with ease. 

• Tailwind Communities allows you to join 4,000+ niche communities to share relevant content to 

accelerate your Pinterest marketing strategy. 

When you visit Tailwind’s website you’ll notice they offer a free trial. The free trial with Tailwind allows 

you to schedule up to 100 pins on Pinterest, and 30 posts on Instagram. 

Another way to save on the cost of your Tailwind membership is to use their affiliate or referral link 

found inside your Tailwind account dashboard. As you refer more members using this unique link, you’ll 

gain credits to use towards your Tailwind membership. 

Now that I shared more about Tailwind and the options to get started with your first account, I want to 

show you how to use Tailwind for Pinterest marketing. 

Keep it Under 10 Boards 

Schedule your pin to one board and then select up to 9 other relevant boards to share the same pin to. 

This will help you reach a broader audience as some Pinterest users follow boards lately, rather than 

entire profiles of Pinterest users. 

Don’t Pin All at Once 

You might have a new campaign that you want pinned frequently or to multiple boards. Be careful to 

leave a bit of time in between duplicated pins. Pinterest has been known to mark accounts as spam 

when they push the same pin to their platform too frequently. 



Join Tailwind Communities 

Think of Tailwind communities like group boards on Pinterest. You’ll share your favorite pins inside 

relevant Tailwind Communities to drive more traffic to your website. Be careful to not overshare and to 

keep your pins relevant to the community’s niche to not get labeled as spam. 

Consider Looping Popular Pins 

Another way to use Tailwind for Pinterest marketing is to loop your most popular pins. You can see 

which pins do well using Tailwind analytics inside your member dashboard. This helps save you time 

with scheduling, as you can select your top 1-3 pins and have them automatically loop once a month, 

filling in those empty scheduling spots automatically. 

Watch Your Analytics 

Since every industry is different, you’ll want to watch your Tailwind and Pinterest Analytics closely 

during the start of a Pinterest marketing campaign. Keep note of which pins do well and which ones 

don’t. This will help you push the best content out to Pinterest for your target audience. 

Get Creative 

Be sure to use your creativity by creating new pin images using Canva or Tailwind Create. Most bloggers 

and small businesses have a color palette they use for marketing on Pinterest. You can take your color 

palette and develop new layouts for Pinterest pins, or purchase an editable Canva template to make pin 

creation easier for Tailwind scheduling. 

In conclusion, Tailwind can save you so much time with your Pinterest marketing strategy. The key is to 

keep the pins relevant, loop the pins that do well at least once a month and join Tailwind Communities 

to gain more exposure by exchanging traffic with similar niches. 

 


